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their way back to Dorchester. It was now a little after two, but
Wizzie was aware that Mrs. Dearth hadn't expected her and
D. much sooner; and neither the Wye family nor Mr. Quirm
seemed inclined to hurry back to Glymes, where they knew
Nance would have some sort of meal for them however late
they appeared. From various whispers exchanged between
Dumbell and his wife as they went along Wizzie gathered
that the Cumber girl was inclined to share the Quirm's hospit-
ality rather than go to the expense of treating her husband's
relations at the Antelope.
The return down the Weymouth Road coincided with the
hour in which the burgesses of the town were lingering over
their Sunday dinner, so that there was nothing to distract our
friends from one another as they drifted en masse past the rail-
ings of the Amphitheatre. The massively-built old town, sur-
rounded four-square by her umbrageous avenues, seemed to
welcome their approach with her promise of shady coolness
and bodily refreshment. The absence of the weekly traffic? had
the effect of attenuating to a minimum all the usual vibrations
interposed between humanity and the mellow identity o-f the
place.
Like the balmy air of a placid valley drifting over the graz-
ing backs of the multitudinous cattle: "All feeding like od*," the
combined scent of foliage and flowers, of dust and chJ mney-
smoke, of sun-warmed masonry and mossy walls, camet forth
to meet them. But it was as if this "Sunday smell" of Dor-
chester contained something quite beyond all these-Jaif9illi'
scents. It seemed to bring with it—as if the whole ancient
place had been one deep vase of thick-pressed pot-pourri—*
subtle perfume that was like the sweet dust of long-buried
generations, a consecrated secular dust from which all that
was foul in mortality had long since evaporated, leaving only
a thrice-purged residue, a holy deposit, the dust of what was
inviolable in ashes, indestructible in embers, destined to perish
only with our human senses.
In a straggling shifting group they moved on until they
reached the bottom of South Street. Here after a brief discus-
sion between Thuella and Uryen the suggestion was made that
to finish their discussion and avoid the town they should all go
together by Bowling Alley and the West Walks to the Hang-
man's Cottage, and separate there.

